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By SARAH JONES

A new report finds that a number of luxury fashion labels disclose little to no details about their supply chain,
environmental and social policies, leaving room for more transparency in the industry.

Dior, Max Mara and Longchamp are among the brands that received low scores on Fashion Revolution’s Fashion
T ransparency Index, which analyzes publicly accessible information. As consumers desire more details about the
origins of the products they buy, transparency is a key component to winning and keeping their business.
"T ransparency has a different level of accountability than just policies and things that can be put on paper,"
said Lauren Fay, executive director of Fashion Revolution USA, New York. "If you’re sharing your information about
what your workers are being paid, then you are illustrating that you are actually making the changes and doing the
work to have everything be fair and ethical.
"I do think ultimately there will be a shift in public perception for people who aren’t sharing their information," she
said. "It’s hard to equate that into specific impact, but from a PR perspective, the luxury brands that are sharing those
good stories are benefiting."
T he Fashion T ransparency Index looks at 150 fashion brands with annual turnovers of at least $500 million. Fashion
Revolution’s report assigns points to various forms of disclosure, with a total 250 points available.
Public information
No brand in the index scored above 60 percent, with the average across the sample at 21 percent. However, in
general, Fashion Revolution has seen progress in brands’ self-reporting on their supply chains.
Among the 98 brands included in the report in both 2017 and 2018, transparency scores grew 5 percent.
Luxury brands have typically been less forthcoming about publicly sharing details such as suppliers, but Fashion
Revolution sees that changing.
Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Saint Laurent, Burberry and Hugo Boss all raised their scores by more than 5 percent,
outperforming the average. T hese brands all fell within the 31 percent to 40 percent range.
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In contrast, Longchamp, Max Mara, Barneys New York and Dior all scored 0 percent on the index, joining eight other
brands. T hese brands were reached for comment.
Meanwhile, Dolce & Gabbana, Chanel, Marc Jacobs, Versace, Carolina Herrera and Ermenegildo Zegna received 5
percent or less.
Four in 10 brands within the index publish policies on equal pay, and less than half share what percentage of their
executive teams are women.
Gucci was the only brand to earn all possible points for disclosure of its policies and commitments for topics such
as human rights, animal welfare, carbon emissions, parental leave and equal pay.
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About half of brands share contact details to reach the team responsible for corporate social responsibility, allowing
consumers to get in touch with questions or concerns.
While details about traceability have improved from last year, many brands still do not share supply chain
information beyond their tier 1 factories where clothes are cut and sewn.
Not reporting this information does not mean that brands do not have policies and procedures in place, but it means
that consumers cannot find out details about the companies they are buying from.
When brands do disclose their efforts and policies, Fashion Revolution points out that this information is often
difficult to navigate through. Reports and documents are often buried on a site or are lengthy, making it a challenge
for the average consumer to find out details about brands’ environmental and social actions.

T ransparency trends
Consumers today demand more from the brands they engage with, especially when it comes to transparency.
As consumers increasingly desire to engage with brands that align with their personal values and in whom they can
place significant trust, transparency is the best way for those consumers to understand exactly what a company is
doing. Speaking at T he New York T imes’ International Luxury Conference Nov. 14, Antoine Arnault, CEO of Berluti,
spoke about the specific challenges facing the luxury world in this area (see story).
Looking beyond corporate documents, luxury brands are finding ways to educate consumers about their supply
chains.
Jeweler T iffany & Co. enlightened consumers on how its diamonds make their way into its blue boxes by charting
the stones' path from the time they are unearthed.
T iffany's short film, "Journey of a T iffany Diamond," travels with the gem stones as they undergo both careful
refinement and an arduous selection process before being set into the brand's jewelry. Consumers are increasingly
concerned that the businesses they support take responsibility for both people and the planet, making opening up
operations in this manner a way to create additional appeal for a particular label (see story).
For brands that are looking to be more transparent with customers, a key factor is looking at their own operations.
"Really it’s about taking an honest assessment of what [brands] have and what they know," Ms. Fay said. "T he key
thing with transparency is just to go through all the tiers of their production and their supply chain...For them to do
their own analysis of how transparent it really is and how much governance they really have over all their
manufacturing.
"T he larger the brand, the bigger of a challenge that is, so...it needs to be an initiative that’s embraced throughout the
company," she said. "Change starts at the top but needs to be embraced by everyone, and there needs to be a change
in how business is being done."
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